EACDG Club Class Rules 2020
Eligibility
1. Club Class will be mixed between ponies and small ponies.
2. The Club Class will be open to any young, full or associate BC member
and to members of any BC affiliated club.

The Competitions
1. There will be a minimum of two judges, one of whom must be from
the National list 1 or 2.
2. Marathon dress for all phases, boots and bandages on horses are
allowed.

3. Hard hats and body protectors to be worn by driver and groom on
the carriage at all times, and by grooms if on the ground assisting.

4. Marathon vehicles to be used for all phases. 125cm trackwidth.
Allowances can be arranged for small or minis with two wheel
carriages.
5. There will be a safety inspection before your dressage test.

6. For small ponies the groom need not be on the carriage (but must be
in close attendance) if the event is held in a secure area. In other
cases grooms must stand throughout, no leaning or bumping
carriages during dressage or cones.
7. Dressage will be completed in either a 50 x 20 or 80 x 40 arena
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8. The dressage test is BC Evolution test (2017) available on the BC
website.
9. On completion of the dressage test the driver will salute the judge
then proceed to the cones phase.

10.The Cones phase will consist of 10 pairs of cones set at 145cm.
11.The time allowed for Cones will be based on a speed of
220m/minute.

12.On completion of the cones phase the driver will proceed to the
Marathon obstacle judge.
13.The Marathon phase will be 2 x obstacles to be driven twice each,
there will be an optimum time based on 220m/minute. Penalties will
be awarded for deviating from this time.

Miscellaneous
1. There will be a competitor briefing on the move, at the same time a
designated Buddy will walk the obstacles as a course walk with you.
(details will be on your club paperwork on the day).
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